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Toocki Charging Cable C-L, 1m, 20W (Grey)
Provide faster charging for your iPhone or iPad. The USB-C to Lightning cable from Toocki supports the PD standard and provides up to 20
W of power, which you can check at any time with the built-in LED screen. The product also allows you to transfer files at speeds of up to
480 Mbps, and thanks to its robust construction, it will serve you well for a long time.
 
Charge your devices in less time
The cable supports PD 20W fast charging. This allows you to charge your device of choice in no time - forget about the long wait. The
product also stands out with its built-in LED display, which will allow you to check the power in real time. Also noteworthy is the smart
chip, which ensures not only fast, but also safe charging.
 
Transfer files in the blink of an eye
The product is compatible with the USB 2.0 standard, allowing you to transfer files at speeds of up to 480 Mbps. This means you don't
have to wait too long for your photos or videos to reach their destination! Bet on proven solutions and save time.
 
Thoughtful design
A  reinforced  tin-plated  copper  cable  is  responsible  for  stable  charging  and  data  transmission.  The  cable  is  also  equipped  with  a
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high-quality braided cable, which protects it from damage and provides it with greater resistance to bending. Its additional advantage is
the transparent elements, which give it a modern, stylish character.
 
Brand
Toocki
Name
C-L 20W fast charging data cable
Model
TXCTL-ZX0G
Color
Gray
Type
USB-C to Lightning
Power
20 W max.
Transmission speed
Up to 480 Mbps
Material
PC braided
Cable length
1 m

Price:

Before: € 5.6949

Now: € 5.50

Smartphone accessories, Mobile Phone Accessories, USB cables, USB-C - Lightning
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